A bona fide currency functions as a medium of exchange, a store of value, and a unit of account, but bitcoin largely fails to satisfy these criteria. Bitcoin has achieved only scant consumer transaction volume, with an average well below one daily transaction for the few merchants who accept it. Its volatility is greatly higher than the volatilities of widely used currencies, imposing large short-term risk upon users. Bitcoin's daily exchange rates exhibit virtually zero correlation with widely used currencies and with gold, making bitcoin useless for risk management and exceedingly difficult for its owners to hedge. Bitcoin prices of consumer goods require many decimal places with leading zeros, which is disconcerting to retail market participants. Bitcoin faces daily hacking and theft risks, lacks access to a banking system with deposit insurance, and it is not used to denominate consumer credit or loan contracts. Bitcoin appears to behave more like a speculative investment than a currency.
Introduction
Bitcoin became a fixture in world financial news in late 2013 and early 2014. The "virtual currency" had been launched five years earlier by computer hobbyists, and in late 2013 the U.S. dollar exchange rate for one bitcoin rose more than fivefold in the space of a few weeks.
The market value of one bitcoin, which had begun trading at less than five cents in 2010, briefly exceeded $1,200.00. Two days of hearings were held by the U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, and government regulators testified that algorithmic, stateless currencies like bitcoin had the potential to play useful roles in the commercial payment system. 1 Stories appeared in the media about travelers subsisting for lengthy periods by spending only bitcoin, and various businesses, some of them exotic such as Richard Branson's Virgin Galactic space travel, attracted publicity by accepting bitcoin as payment.
The euphoric news surrounding bitcoin at the end of 2013 gave way to catastrophe in 2 February 2014, when the Mt. Gox exchange, once the leader in worldwide bitcoin trading, imploded in a spectacular bankruptcy. Hundreds of millions of dollars worth of bitcoins went missing in connection with the failure of Mt. Gox, yet the value of bitcoins on other exchanges remained surprisingly high at around $450 each at the time of this writing. Figure 1 shows the daily closing dollar-bitcoin exchange rate on the Mt. Gox exchange up until February 2014, and thereafter on the Bitstamp exchange, which took over the top spot in trading volume after Mt.
Gox folded.
In this paper, I examine whether bitcoin should be considered a currency, an issue that has drawn increasing attention from market regulators concerned about the tax, insurance, and other consequences of how bitcoin is treated legally. I argue that bitcoin does not behave much like a currency according to the criteria widely used by economists. Instead bitcoin resembles a speculative investment similar to the Internet stocks of the late 1990s.
Money is typically defined by economists as having three attributes: it functions as a medium of exchange, a unit of account, and a store of value. Bitcoin somewhat meets the first of these criteria, because a growing number of merchants, especially in online markets, appear willing to accept it as a form of payment. However, the worldwide commercial use of bitcoin remains minuscule, indicating that few people use it widely as a medium of exchange. I further argue in the sections below that bitcoin performs poorly as a unit of account and as a store of value. Bitcoin requires merchants to quote the prices of common retail goods out to four or five decimal places with leading zeros, a practice rarely seen in consumer marketing and likely to confuse both sellers and buyers in the marketplace. Bitcoin exhibits very high time series volatility and trades for different prices on different exchanges without the possibility of 3 arbitrage. All of these characteristics tend to undermine bitcoin's usefulness as a unit of account.
As a store of value, bitcoin faces great challenges due to rampant hacking attacks, thefts, and other security-related problems. Bitcoin's daily exchange rate with the U.S. dollar exhibits virtually zero correlation with the dollar's exchange rates against other prominent currencies such as the euro, yen, Swiss franc, or British pound, and also against gold. Therefore bitcoin's value is almost completely untethered to that of other currencies, which makes its risk nearly impossible to hedge for businesses and customers and renders it more or less useless as a tool for risk management.
Bitcoin lacks additional characteristics that are usually associated with currencies in modern economies. Bitcoin cannot be deposited in a bank, and instead it must be possessed through a system of "digital wallets" that have proved both costly to maintain and vulnerable to predators. No form of insurance has been developed for owners of bitcoin comparable to the deposit insurance relied on by bank customers in most economies. No lenders use bitcoin as the unit of account for standard consumer finance credit, auto loans, and mortgages, and no credit or debit cards have been denominated in bitcoin. Bitcoin cannot be sold short, and financial derivatives such as forward contracts and swaps that are routine for other currencies do not exist for bitcoin. The absence of these types of market-correcting arbitrage vehicles seems to be the most straightforward explanation for the endurance of bitcoin's value in recent months.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the history and background of bitcoin. Section III analyzes whether bitcoin fulfills the classical criteria of a currency. Section IV discusses obstacles faced by bitcoin and concludes the paper. Bitcoin originated using a scheme outlined in Nakamoto (2008) , a nine page proposal for a "peer-to-peer electronic cash system." The author or authors of this document have not been identified, 2 but their system was designed in a way that gave them no royalties or residual property rights to benefit from bitcoin's adoption. According to the algorithms proposed by Nakamoto, new bitcoins are created and awarded to computer users who solve pre-specified mathematical problems. These problems become more difficult and less frequent over time. A transparent, decentralized registry tracks the ownership and subsequent transfers of every bitcoin after it is "mined" by its initial owners. All of the quantities and growth rates of bitcoins are known with certainty by the public, so its circulation cannot be affected by monetary policy in 6 the way that the Federal Reserve controls the growth rate of the public supply of U.S. dollars.
II. History and background of bitcoin
Wallace ( The first purchase of goods and services using bitcoin is said by Wallace (2011) and other sources to have been two pizzas procured at a cost of 10,000 bitcoins in 2009. The pizza parlor did not accept bitcoins directly, and instead a third-party broker was enlisted who agreed to procure the pizzas using a credit card (based on a real currency) and accept the bitcoins, worth almost $5 million at recent prices, as consideration. Much of the commerce involving bitcoins continues to take place using middlemen who facilitate immediate exchanges of bitcoins into conventional currencies.
The Silk Road marketplace, an Internet portal for the sale of illegal narcotics which accepted only bitcoins for payment, was sometimes reported to account for as much as half of the early bitcoin transaction volume although this estimate is subject to considerable dispute.
The Silk Road association helped give bitcoins an early reputation for lawlessness, and this outlaw cachet may not have harmed its appeal at all. Bitcoin usage spread into the bricks-andmortar economy, and Silk Road was shuttered by U.S. authorities after they arrested its operator Bitcoin appeals to two distinct clienteles. One group consists of technology enthusiasts who embrace bitcoin for online commerce. As more and more routine business transactions migrate online, these users believe bitcoin's value should increase due to transaction demand, and they also cite its cost advantages over credit cards and other payment systems for routine bricks and mortar retail shopping. A separate group with pseudo-Libertarian political beliefs finds bitcoin attractive due its lack of connection to any government. Some of these adherents openly distrust the world financial system, and the timing of bitcoin's introduction, coinciding 4 See http://www.coindesk.com/despite-challenges-bitcoin-technology-stay. Tax evasion, money laundering, purchases of contraband, and other illicit activities using online transfers become far riskier when the use of a virtual currency like bitcoin can be reconstructed 9 by governments that have sufficient technical skills.
III. Bitcoin's weaknesses as a currency
This section presents analyses of ways in which bitcoin fails to conform to the classical properties of a currency. A successful currency typically functions as a medium of exchange, a unit of account, and a store of value. Bitcoin faces challenges in meeting all three of these criteria.
A. Medium of exchange
Because bitcoin has no intrinsic value, its worth ultimately hinges upon its usefulness as a currency in the consumer economy. Evidence of bitcoin's footprint in daily commerce is mostly anecdotal, consisting of newspaper stories about people living only by spending bitcoin or estimates of large numbers of businesses that are willing to accept bitcoin. To date, only one established business of any size has begun to take bitcoin, the online retailer Overstock.com.
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Most of the rankings of the top merchants accepting bitcoins are dominated by computer software and hardware companies selling products narrowly focused on bitcoin applications, and by marketplaces or exchanges providing investor services to bitcoin speculators.
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Realistic insight into the adoption of bitcoin can be obtained from data drawn from the universal ledger of bitcoin transactions. According to data available at numerous websites, the 7 See, for instance, https://blockchain.info/charts/n-transactions. 8 The co-founder of bitcoin payment processor BitPay estimated the number of worldwide businesses at 26,000 in a separate interview given contemporaneously. See http://money.cnn.com/2014/03/17/smallbusiness/bitcoin-bitpay. 10 recent bitcoin transaction count has peaked at daily volumes of approximately 70,000. 7 However, it is widely understood that most of these transactions involve transfers between speculative investors, and only a minority are used for purchases of goods and services. For instance, Fred Ersham, co-founder of Coinbase, the leading digital wallet service, estimated in a March 2014 interview that 80% of activity on his site was related to speculation, down from perhaps 95% a year earlier (Goldman Sachs, 2014). If we take this estimate as correct, then perhaps 15,000 bitcoin transactions per day involve the purchase of a product or service from a merchant. In a world with 7,000,000,000 consumers, most of whom make multiple economic transactions each day, bitcoin appears to have a extraordinarily negligible market presence.
Ersham further states in his interview that 24,000 merchants are registered with Coinbase.
8 If all worldwide bitcoin commerce occurred within this group (almost certainly an exaggeration), these businesses would average well below one transaction per merchant per day. In other words, bitcoin transactions appear to be rarities, even for the small number of merchants that accept them.
One obstacle to bitcoin becoming a widely used medium of exchange arises from the difficulty of procuring new bitcoins. Unless a consumer is successful as a bitcoin miner (an activity now dominated by supercomputers requiring massive capital investments), he or she must source bitcoins from online exchanges or dealers and then find a way to store them securely. These purchases typically cannot be made using a credit card or PayPal, and instead 9 See http://howtobuybitcoins.info/us.html.
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the buyer must make a bank transfer or link an existing bank account to the exchange. 9 The existing bitcoin exchanges are often have low liquidity, significant bid-ask spreads, and a certain amount of execution and custody risk.
Finally, one cannot bypass the requirement of possessing bitcoins before procuring goods and services from a merchant. Being able to purchase goods without cash in hand occurs routinely in most retail markets, as customers frequently buy with consumer credit financed by the merchant or a third-party credit card vendor. These options are not available for bitcoins, as no bitcoin-denominated credit cards have yet been issued and consumer loans denominated in bitcoin appear to be unheard-of.
B. Unit of account
For a currency to function as a unit of account, consumers must treat it as a numeraire when comparing the prices of alternative retail goods. For instance, a cup of coffee that costs $4.00 in one café is quickly understood to be twice as expensive as a cup of coffee selling for $2.00 at another café down the street.
Bitcoin faces a number of obstacles in becoming a useful unit of account. One problem arises from its extreme volatility, an issue discussed in further detail below. Because the value of a bitcoin compared to other currencies changes greatly on a day-to-day basis, retailers that accept the currency have to recalculate prices very frequently, a practice that would be costly to the merchant and confusing to the consumer. In principle this issue would recede in an economy that used bitcoin as its principal currency, but no such place exists in today's world.
A related problem stems from the diversity of "current market prices" that one can obtain for bitcoin at any given time. For instance, at the moment of writing this paragraph, I consulted a widely used website that posts the prices of bitcoins on markets around the world. The five exchanges with the highest trading volume quoted U.S. dollar prices for one bitcoin of $454.81, $453.60, $462.12, $450.84, and $480.15 , all for trades having taken place within the several minutes. This disparity of market values, ranging by almost 7% between the high and low quotes, is a clear violation of the classical law of one price, and it would be unthinkable for these conditions to persist in a developed currency market due to the ease of arbitrage. The uncertain market value of one bitcoin presents a conundrum for any third party vendor or customer seeking to establish a valid reference point for setting consumer prices. As a result, many websites have taken to relying upon unwieldy price aggregations, such as the average bitcoin price over several exchanges over the past 24 hours, but these aggregates do not indicate to merchants and consumers the true cost of procuring or selling a bitcoin at the present time.
Perhaps the most serious obstacle to bitcoin becoming a widely used unit of accountand one often overlooked or trivialized by bitcoin enthusiasts -occurs due to the relatively high cost of one bitcoin compared to most ordinary products and services. This requires merchants to quote bitcoin (BTC) prices for most goods in four or more decimal places. Although the mathematics are straightforward, for consumers these decimal points are likely to be disconcerting. For instance, a visit to one online food retailer yields offers of a jar of salsa for 0.01694 BTC, chocolate bars for 0.00529 BTC, and a tea variety pack for 0.05255 BTC.
Alternatively, these prices could be expressed in scientific notation as 1.694 x 10 -2 BTC, 5.29 x 10 -3 BTC, and 5.255 x 10 -2 BTC, respectively. It is hard to find any other currency in the world 13 for which consumer prices are quoted in these units, and indeed, many widely used accounting software products can only accommodate two decimal points in the price of a good.
To the extent that some economies have retail prices that depart from ordinary integers, the pattern usually occurs in the opposite direction as a result of high inflation. Italy prior to the introduction of the euro would be a familiar example for many readers; an ice cream cone from a street vendor in Rome in the 1990s might have cost 5,000 lira, for instance, and consumers generally adapted to these prices by ignoring the three zeroes on the end.
A lengthy literature in marketing research has identified heuristics in consumer pricing that include various integer, left-digit, and right-digit reference points. For example, many goods have prices ending in the digit 9. For a review of this research, see Thomas and Morwitz (2009) . One issue in this literature is the difficulty of computations for consumers in comparing the prices of goods. In the example above, the tea is about 10 times as expensive as the chocolate bars, but even consumers with university degrees would often fail to reach this conclusion with ease due to the length of the decimals and the presence of leading zeros.
Bitcoin proponents tend to dismiss the currency's failure to generate prices that line up with ordinary consumer reference points. Sources tend to agree that existing computational data arrays permit division of bitcoins into eight decimal places, providing the potential for a large enough number of units.
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When currency functions as a store of value, the owner obtains the currency at a certain time and exchanges it for goods and services at some future time of his choice. When the currency is spent, the owner expects to receive the same economic value that the currency was worth when he acquired it.
Throughout much of history, treating currency as a store of value essentially meant protecting it against theft, either by physically hiding it or by putting it into a bank (which then assumed the security problem). Strategies for hiding bitcoins under mattresses or elsewhere cannot work, because the currency has no physical manifestation. Instead, bitcoins must be held in computer accounts known as "digital wallets," and security for these wallets has become a major difficulty for the bitcoin industry. Some digital wallet companies have contracted with third-party insurers to provide a crude form of deposit insurance. While this strategy might work in principle, it forces the customer to bear the cost of evaluating the security (financial and otherwise) of both the wallet company and the insurance company.
If a consumer finds a successful way to hold and secure his bitcoins, he faces the further problem of managing the risk arising from bitcoin's volatility. Figure 2 shows the volatility of the bitcoin-dollar exchange rate, calculated using daily data from 2013. For comparison purposes the graph shows the volatilities of the exchange rates of the Euro, Yen, British Pound, and Swiss Franc as well as the London price of gold, with all volatilities annualized. Bitcoin's exchange rate volatility in 2013 was 142%, an order of magnitude higher than the exchange rate volatilities of the other currencies, which fall between 7% and 12%. Gold, which is a plausible alternative to these currencies as a store of value, had volatility of 22% in 2013 based on its dollar-denominated exchange rate. For comparison purposes, most widely traded stocks have volatilities in the range of 20% to 30%, and even very risky stocks rarely exhibit volatility as high as 100%. From Figure 2 , one must conclude that holding bitcoins even for a short period is quite risky, which is inconsistent with a currency acting as a store of value and which greatly undermines the ability of a currency to function as a unit of account.
I study the movement of bitcoin compared to the other currencies and to gold in the correlation matrix shown in Table 1. The table is Bitcoin's complete separation from other prominent international currencies and from gold seems telling. Macroeconomic events that cause similar impacts on the value of various currencies do not seem to affect bitcoin either positively or negatively. The data imply that bitcoin is completely ineffective as a tool of risk management, which is a common use for currencies, and conversely, that it is very difficult to hedge any risks that might affect bitcoin itself. I examined the trading histories of all U.S. stocks in 2011-12 to see whether bitcoin could be hedged by selling short individual equities. Using monthly returns from the 2011-12 time period, I found that bitcoin was most closely correlated with Vitamin Shoppe, a retail growth stock with a market capitalization of just under $2 billion (Vitamin Shoppe does not appear to accept bitcoin for transactions on its website). Therefore, to best limit exposure to bitcoin, one would have succeeded up to now by selling short the shares Vitamin Shoppe.
IV. Conclusion: Obstacles faced by bitcoin
For bitcoin to become more than a curiosity and establish itself as a bona fide currency, its daily value will need to become more stable so that it can reliably serve as a store of value and as a unit of account in commercial markets. The excessive volatility shown in Figure 2 is more consistent with the behavior of a speculative investment than a currency. As described above, bitcoin also faces difficulties due to its unorthodox decimal pricing of common household goods, the scarcity of merchants who accept it, and the cumbersome process of procuring bitcoins from a vendor, among other issues. The relatively high level of computer knowledge required for using bitcoins represents a further barrier to bitcoin's wide adoption.
Moreover, bitcoin's legitimacy as a currency should also hinge on its integration into the web of international payments and risk management transactions. Even though it is not issued by a sovereign state, bitcoin imparts risk to any business that accepts it for transactions, just like all other currencies. Major companies that deal in more than one currency, such as multinationals, attempt to hedge themselves against risks related to changes in those currencies'
values. Data shown in Table 1 suggest that no effective way exists to hedge bitcoin against the value of other currencies, and the absence of any swap, forward, or other derivative markets for bitcoin exacerbates this problem. Bitcoin transactions also are risky due to the absence of basic consumer protection, such as the provision of refunds that result from disputes between merchants and customers. While local laws may provide ground rules for resolving such disputes, because a government has no legal way to foreclose and take possession of bitcoins, it ultimately has little ability to step in and enforce its laws. Similar problems arise in attempting to secure consumer credit denomiated in bitcoin or to pledge bitcoins as collateral for a consumer loan. Again due to its lack of affiliation to any sovereign, bitcoin is ill-suited for use in credit markets because no government can foreclose and seize it in the event of a default.
Bitcoin appears to suffer by being disconnected from the banking and payment systems of the U.S. and other countries. Most currencies are held and transferred through bank accounts, which in turn are protected by layers of regulation, deposit insurance, and international treaties.
Without access to this infrastructure, bitcoin has proven vulnerable to fraud, theft, and subversion by skilled computer hackers. However, adherents of bitcoin argue that bitcoin bypasses the well-known flaws in standard financial security systems, which have spawned epidemics of identity theft and related problems for ordinary customers of mainstream businesses.
Finally, bitcoin faces a long-term structural economic problem related to the absolute limit of 21 million units that can ever be issued, with no expansion possible of the bitcoin supply after the year 2140. If bitcoin becomes wildly successful and displaces sovereign fiat currencies, it would exert a deflationary force on the economy since the money supply would not increase in concert with economic growth. This situation would require most workers to accept pay cuts every year, for instance, likely leading to political protests against the currency similar to those experienced in the U.S. during the Populist movement at the end of the 19 th century. One can imagine a revival of William Jennings Bryan's 1896 "cross of gold" speech in the next century, updated with futuristic rhetoric about the economic tyrrany of an uber-currency with an inflexible supply. 
